in mice without NPY* inhibitory interneurons, elimination of GRPR neurons failed to abolish the induced alloknesis (touch evoked itch), indicating that mechanically elicited itch follows a pathway distinct from the GRPR neurons. Because NPRA spinal neurons are thought to be located presynaptic to GRPR neurons [10], it is likely that the mechano-itch circuit is likewise independent of NPRA neurons, although this requires direct verification. These observations open the possibility for an as yet unidentified itch-selective spinal excitatory interneuron or projection neuron. Indeed, Bourane et al. report that unidentified dorsal horn neurons exhibited enhanced afterdischarge to gentle stroking of the hairy skin after NPY* neurons were ablated [5].
Whether the mechanical and chemicalevoked itch pathways synapse onto the same ascending projection neurons or maintain independence is not known. Spinal projection neurons are classified as nociceptive specific (NS), wide dynamic range (WDR), or low threshold (LT) types, as determined by mechanical sensitivity.
Many chemical pruritogen-responsive spinal neurons are NS type, but mechanical itch is likely instead to ascend via WDR or possibly LT type neurons [1, 3] . Alternatively, LTMs can ascend via the dorsal columns and medial lemniscus, a pathway not presently known to encode itch.
The capacity to distinguish fine differences in potentially harmful stimuli has allowed the evolutionary development of divergent behaviors to protect the body, including: withdrawal, guarding, rubbing, flinching, and scratching. Our understanding of itch has only recently expanded, but evidence for multiple neural pathways converging to one perception (itch) which is best understood as a motivation for a specific behavior (scratching) indicates a unique complexity that will require research along the entire neuraxis to fully resolve. describes a dopaminergic input to the superior colliculus (SC) from the zona incerta, as well as the organization of D1-and D2-receptor expression in the SC. We discuss a potential role for this input in modulating SC-mediated behavior, particularly in response to aversive stimuli.
The superior colliculus (SC) is a layered midbrain structure that integrates multimodal sensory input with modulatory input from numerous brain regions in order to select and coordinate orienting movements [1] . The functional role of these modulatory inputs, which are known 
